
Transparently Extend Capacity 
with HGST ActiveScale and 
Komprise Data Management

Key Benefits

In partnership with:

Cut 70%+ of costs 
Sub-cloud pricing of Komprise coupled 
with “pay-as-you-grow” affordability of 
HGST ActiveScale delivers an instant 
return on every terabyte you manage.

Simple to Use 
In 15 minutes, simply download the 
Komprise Observer virtual appliance, 
point it at your existing NFS or SMB/
CIFS storage, and get insights into data 
growth and usage. Komprise automatically 
manages data and moves it to HGST 
ActiveScale according to your objectives.

Extreme Scale
Increase capacity and performance 
by transparently moving inactive data 
without impacting its hot data path.  
Komprise sits outside the hot data path 
to identify and continuously move inactive 
data transparently to HGST ActiveScale.

Zero disruption 
Users and applications continue to 
access all the data from their primary 
storage without any changes. Komprise 
transparently and automatically retrieves 
data from the HGST ActiveScale.

Komprise Data Management seamlessly extends existing NAS with the 
affordable capacity, scale and fast retrieval of HGST ActiveScale while 
keeping all data available without changes to user or application access.  
HGST and Komprise have partnered to enable you to deliver your business 
objectives on a “pay-as-you-grow” basis with outstanding levels of simplicity, 
scalability, resiliency, automation, and affordability.

Simple to Install and Use

HGST ActiveScale addresses the challenges of architecting, purchasing 
and operating white-box cloud storage solutions by delivering a fully 
integrated rack-level system that can be up and running in minutes. 
Komprise transparently integrates HGST ActiveScale into your existing NAS 
environment with analytics-driven automation.  Radically simple to deploy 
and manage, Komprise is a virtual appliance that requires no expensive 
hardware, no complex configurations, and no proprietary agents on the file 
servers.  The Komprise Observer virtual appliance deploys in 15 minutes, 
instantly gives visibility across your storage even on petabytes of data, and 
manages data across your NFS, CIFS and object storage, without interfering 
with the primary data path.  

Extreme Scalability

HGST ActiveScale is based on a fully integrated modular architecture that 
starts at 672TB of raw storage and can incrementally grow up to 4.7PB in 
a single rack. Simply add scale-up modules to increase capacity. Pair this 
with the on-demand scale-out simplicity of Komprise—which allows you 
to add more Observer virtual appliances as the amount of data managed 
grows and alerts the administrator when additional Observers are needed. 
Komprise has no centralized bottlenecks, agents, or servers that limit 
scalability and high-availability is built-in.

Zero Disruption
Leveraging archive capacity no longer means you need to disrupt users or 
change their access.  With Komprise, your end users and applications see 
and get immediate transparent access to the moved data as if it is still there 
on the original storage without any changes.  Komprise delivers file-based 
NFS and SMB/CIFS access to data stored as objects so there is no paradigm 
shift.  It leaves the active data path unchanged so access to hot data sees no 
performance degradation, while access to the moved data is transparent.  
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Compelling Total Cost of Ownership

HGST ActiveScale delivers a system that rivals the scale of traditional cloud infrastructure, at less than a DIY cost for 
significant CAPEX savings.  Coupled with the sub-cloud pricing of Komprise, you get instant 70%+ savings on every 
terabyte managed. The helium-filled design of the HGST ActiveScale requires less power and cooling for a lower OPEX.  
Paired with the analytics-driven adaptive automation of Komprise, the solution delivers breakthrough cost and simplicity 
allowing your IT resources to be directed to activities that generate greater value for the business.

Proposed Costs Per TB - 3 Years

HGST ActiveScale $175

Not Required $0

Disaster Recovery Storage $150

Komprise $261

Total Proposed $586

Savings $4,264 (88%)

Modern Scalable Architecture 

Data management has been hard to adopt and does not scale to meet today’s massive data growth. Komprise software utilizes 
a shared-nothing grid architecture that grows on demand and allows you to handle today’s massive scale of data with intelligent 
automation while taking advantage of the HGST ActiveScale fully integrated modular architecture.

Current Costs Per TB - 3 Years

Primary Storage $2,000

Backup Costs $1,000

Disaster Recovery Storage $150

Backup Software $1,500

Total Current $4,850

Instant 70%+ Savings Per Terabyte
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To get your free 15 minute assessment into your storage go to: www.komprise.com/try-it-now/
For more information on Komprise go to our website at: www.komprise.com


